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While London's "Wings for Victory" Week has been going on its triumphantly
successful course, our minds have naturally been filled with the glories of the R.A.F.
Our pride in Britain's R.A.F. is real and abundantly justified. It will continue.

Let us think at the same time of the magnificent exploits of the Air Forces of

our Allies, First among them in order of time are the flyers of the subjugated
European countries - men who made their way through every circumstance of hardship and

terror across Europe and the stormy seas to fight at our side, Poles, Czechs,
Norwegians, Dutch, Belgians, French, Yugoslavs and Greeks - all of them are numbered

among those who fight in the air from this country and overseas, all of them have

proud records of successful combat, some from the days of the Battle of Britain onward,

The British people will never forget the deeds of these men, which in our eyes and those

of the world will always remain a symbol of the unconquerable spirit of their countries.

Think toe of the Air Forces of our Dominions. The lads who fly their Lancasters

to Berlin and back, of those others who fight above the New Guinea jungles, in North

Africa, in the skies of India and Burma - all of them, Canadians, Australians, New

Zealanders, South Africans, Indians, are a powerful reinforcement to the fighting

strength of Britain 's air arm.

Then there is the tremendous and still growing power of the Air Forces of the

United States, who thrill Us with some fresh and spectacular triumph almost every day,

We know what part their airmen played in the great and crucial air victories of Midway
and the Coral Sea; we have been reminded once again by the destruction of the Japanese

convey off New Guinea what a tremendous part air power will play both by sea and land in

the remaining stages of this war. Day by day American bombers go cut from this country

over France and Germany, They strike in Burma and in China, Of late they have had new

successes in sinking enemy ships in the Mediterranean. With the Americans, as with

the R.A.F. ,
the day of "wings over the world" has indeed come, and the shadow of those

wings is falling darkly upon the last German hopes of victory.

Of the deeds of the Russian Air Force we hear less in detail. But we know that

they match in the splendour of their courage and achievement those deeds of the Red

Army which have roused us to such a pitch of enthusiasm - and of impatience for the day
when it will be possible for us to take cur full share in bearing the burden of

continental war. It is some satisfaction to us here to know that British ’planes of

many types have played and are playing their part in the great military operations on

the Eastern front* To the Russian men who fly those ’planes and all the other ’planes

that arc at work above the long Russian battle line, we pay cur grateful tribute.

Let us remember too the Chinese Air Force, gallantly building itself up after

all the years of struggle and endurance, moving towards the time when retribution will

take her flight from Chinese soil to strike at the armies and inanitions centres of

barbarous and aggressive Japan,

The common will and purpose animating the United Nations is nowhere better or

more dramatically symbolised than in this great Brotherhood of the Air, We have been

reminded of late that the German propagandists, striving for political victories as

military hopes grow less and less bright, are working overtime to sow suspicion among

the United Nations and to divide their purposes and policies. This is done directly

in the homilies of that great defender of Christian civilisation, Dr. Goebbels; it is

done indirectly by the carefully harmonised chorus of whispers creeping into neutral

ears from every dark and dirty comer of Europe, It is a very thorough, a very

ingenious, a very painstaking campaign, and it is predestined to be a most resounding

flop. So far it has secured just one tiny little fraction of a success - it has

succeeded in getting a few well-meaning, over-anxious people to talk as though it were

worth taking seriously. Nobody who has any real knowledge of the responsible purposes

and policies of the United Nations feels the slightest concern about this campaign or

takes any interest in it except as a museum piece, a prize specimen of the modem

art of global mendacity which has always been so closely associated with the Nasi

creed.
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Contrast with all this scuttling of unclean creatures under their flat

stones, the bright arid glorious achievements of the airmen whose deeds we

celebrate today and in whose honour and interest this "Wings for Victory” Week
is being held, I am convinced that Londoners will reach and perhaps even

surpass the tremendous total of savings which has been set before them as a

target, and I recommend the principles and purposes of this week most earnestly
to the personal attention of every one of us,

In the London Boroughs the groups have already organised their regular
collections so thoroughly that the normal results are very high; and an extra

high total means a big effort. But as one who has often appealed to the London

Boroughs for exceptional achievements, and very seldom been disappointed, I ask

them new, small savers as well as big, to search their consciences and their

hank accounts end do all they possibly can to keep the wings of victory flying.
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